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FORWARD
“Invention requires two things: the ability to try a lot of
experiments, and not having to live with the collateral damage
of failed experiments.”
This is a quote from Amazon Web Services (AWS) CEO Andy Jassy, and it
serves as a concise explanation of why the cloud has helped transform
so many industries. The AWS Cloud allows people to experiment with a
massive amount of computing power without needing to invest heavily
up front, and this has given people new freedom to quickly innovate,
experiment, and iterate.
Jassy’s quote also explains why the cloud is becoming so critical to
research. Just a few years ago, if a researcher had a question that could be
answered by analyzing 100TB of publicly available data, it would require
100TB of spare storage capacity and they’d need to figure out how to
copy 100TB of data. If you’re lucky enough to have an uninterrupted
50 megabit-per-second connection, downloading 100TB of data will
take you about seven months. If our researcher didn’t want to wait to
download that much data, they might be able to figure out a way to ship
hard drives to get a copy of it. Using this traditional approach, the process
of acquiring data can be prohibitively expensive and time consuming. Niall
Robinson, Deputy Head of the Informatics Lab at the UK Met Office, once
told us that scientists are often limited to “asking only the questions they
know how to answer,” with whatever data they can access.

Flipped data flow in the cloud
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Traditional approach:
Move the data to
computing resources.

Cloud approach:
Move computing resources
to the data.

The cloud completely changes the dynamic for sharing data. When
data is shared in the cloud, researchers no longer have to worry about
downloading or copying data before getting to work. Instead, they can
deploy compute resources on-demand in the cloud, where a single
copy of the data is made available. It is much more efficient to move
algorithms to where the data is, than to move the data to where the
algorithms are, and this makes it cheaper for researchers to ask more
questions and experiment often.
In this new paradigm, data users can analyze massive amounts of data
in mere minutes, regardless of where they are in the world or how much
local storage space or computing capacity they can access. As we add
new services to the AWS Cloud, data users get a continually expanding
toolkit for their analysis that includes GPUs, high-memory virtual servers,
networking-optimized virtual servers, and other analytical tools like
Amazon Athena.

“DATA USERS CAN
ANALYZE MASSIVE
AMOUNTS OF DATA
IN MERE MINUTES”
For over 10 years, the AWS Public Dataset Program has collaborated
with customers to explore ways to make data easier to access and use
in the cloud. We’ve seen how the cloud can unlock the potential of
genome data, satellite imagery, and statistical data, but this guide is not
intended as a comprehensive guide for any particular domain. Instead,
these pages offer an overview of high-level cloud concepts, fundamental
best practices for sharing data with Amazon S3, and a collection of use
cases from a diverse set of AWS customers. This guide aims to distill
our experiences from the AWS Public Dataset Program into a tangible
resource for anyone who needs to share data, whether you need to share
data publicly or within your own organization.

Jed Sundwall, Global Open Data Lead
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In January 2019, the bipartisan Open, Permanent, Electronic, and
Necessary (OPEN) Government Data Act officially became law in
the United States, requiring that non-sensitive data produced by US
federal agencies be made publicly available in non-propriety and
machine-readable formats by default. As of 2018, 28 EU member
states have open data policies. The Sunlight Foundation has tracked
the creation of 119 state and local open data policies across the
United States. Between the time that we print this and when you
read it, these numbers may increase. The move toward open data is
global, and as open data policies become commonplace, it is worth
examining the history and value of open data, and explaining why
we share it in the cloud.
The idea of sharing data dates back at least to the 1950s, when the
International Council of Scientific Unions established World Data Centers
to facilitate sharing of data among scientists. In 1991, Sir Tim BernersLee described the then-nascent WorldWideWeb as a mechanism “to
allow information sharing within internationally dispersed teams.” In
recent years, governments have created open data policies that require
government agencies and government-funded researchers to share their
data with the public.
The premise behind open data is that the best way to get value out
of data is to make it available to as many people as possible. Bill Joy,
co-founder of Sun Microsystems, famously said, “No matter who you
are, most of the smartest people work for someone else.” If Joy’s Law,
as it came to be known, is true, then it leads to the question: How can
organizations benefit from all the smart people who do not work for
them? Joy’s Law explains how open source software projects benefit from
contributions made from smart people, regardless of where they work. In
the context of open data, Joy’s Law tells us that there are many people
who may be able to derive value from your data, if only they could get
it. Open data policies are important because they seek to maximize the
number of people who can access data and derive value from it.
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Working backwards:
purpose-driven open data
At Amazon, when developing new services for our customers, we use
what we call the “working backwards” method to make sure our projects
satisfy real customer needs. When we work backwards, the first step is
to identify a customer need and then devise products or services that
could satisfy that need. This differs from an approach in which someone
creates a product based on their own abilities and then has to find a
way to persuade customers to want it. At the beginning of a project,
for example, we sometimes write a mock press release announcing the
project’s outcome because it forces us to use plain language to explain
why anyone would care about what we’re working on. If we can’t write a
plausible press release, it’s a sign that we might not be on the right track
to deliver something of value.
What does this have to do with open data? Often times, data is opened
up merely to comply with an open data policy or in the hope that “if
you build it, they will come,” but this doesn’t always happen. Working
backwards can help avoid that mistake. It is true that opening data can
have a positive impact on the economy by spurring entrepreneurship, but
it’s important to remember that just because some open data can drive
economic activity or stimulate research, not all of it will. The working
backwards approach can be used to help determine what data should
be opened up and how to go about it. Before opening up a dataset,
it’s useful to try to determine who might want to access the data, what
questions they would like to answer with the data, and what skills and
tools data these users are likely to have. Attempting to answer these
questions can help inform the approach taken to share the data and to
set appropriate expectations for how the data will be used.
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Sharing data requires more than just making it available for
download or creating an API to access it. In many ways, sharing data
is similar to shipping a software product. Just like software, data is
made up of digital information; it requires documentation; it will
be used by groups of users who may require support; and it may
become vital to those users’ work. Another common characteristic
of data that is similar to software is that it often gets updated over
time as software developers learn from their users and adapt to new
technologies. All of this indicates that sharing data is no trivial task.
Donald Knuth, author of The Art of Computer Programming and
sometimes known as “the Yoda of Silicon Valley,” once wrote:
“Programmers waste enormous amounts of time thinking about, or
worrying about, the speed of noncritical parts of their programs, and
these attempts at efficiency actually have a strong negative impact when
debugging and maintenance are considered. We should forget about
small efficiencies, say about 97% of the time: premature optimization is
the root of all evil. Yet we should not pass up our opportunities in that
critical 3%.”
We’ve found the same to be true for many attempts at opening data.
Many open data projects are created primarily to showcase data via an
end-user interface or dashboard. While these projects can be impressive
and garner some media attention, they are rarely the best way to make
the underlying data useful to a wide audience. Even in cases when
an open data project provides APIs to enable broader use, those APIs
are inherently limiting and they will require maintenance over time.
Focusing too much on the ideal end state of open data creates the risk
of “premature optimization,” to use Knuth’s terminology. This is not to
say that data projects shouldn’t include slick interfaces and APIs; on the
contrary, these are definitely good things, but they are not the most
critical part of opening data.
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Then what are the critical parts? There are technical and non-technical
considerations to opening data. Here, we explore the non-technical
considerations of trust, documentation, and reliability. These are elements
of any data-sharing effort that cannot be optimized enough.

Trust
For data to be useful, it must come from a reliable source that users trust.
If users do not believe that data has been produced or documented with
sufficient rigor, they will be less likely to rely on it. The United States
Geological Survey (USGS) Landsat program provides an important lesson
in trust.
Launched in 1972, the Landsat program has been a reliable source of
data and imagery of the Earth for decades. This continues to be the case
despite an incident in 2003 when one of the instruments on Landsat 7
failed, which caused gaps in data produced by the sensor from that point
on. The Landsat team worked to document how users could still use data
from Landsat 7 despite the limitations imposed by the instrument failure.
This transparency in operations helped maintain the trust of users in data
generated by the program. If users understand the value and limitations
of data, they will be more likely to use it, even if it’s not perfect. This
requires open and clear communication with users.

Documentation
If data is not documented, its audience will be limited. There are times
when users will do the detective work required to interpret poorly
documented data, but a lack of documentation will usually frustrate users
to the point that they will not trust the data. Users should be able to
understand when data was created, the methodology used to create it,
how to interpret the values contained in it, and if there are any licenses
that may limit how the data can be used. Documentation should also
include a method to contact someone who can answer questions about
the data. Ideally, documentation should include tutorials that users can
follow to get hands-on experience with data.
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Accessibility
Developers will not put in the effort to create tools or applications
based on data if they have no assurance that they can access it reliably.
Assuring that data will be accessible on an ongoing basis is important
when sharing large volumes of data. The cloud provides infrastructure
for storage, low-latency access, and transfer of data. This becomes more
important as data volumes grow. When data is shared in the cloud, users
can access it quickly and directly from the source, which assures them that
they are working with a trustworthy copy of the data, without the need to
duplicate storage in their own account.
The infrastructure you use to provide reliable access to data may seem
like a technical consideration, but it’s more than that. Using the cloud
requires a shared responsibility model in which AWS operates, manages,
and controls the infrastructure components to provide reliable access to
data. Meanwhile, the data provider is responsible for ensuring that the
data is produced appropriately, checked for quality, uploaded, and actively
managed.
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There are many ways to share data using AWS services, but here we
focus on sharing data with Amazon Simple Storage Service (Amazon
S3). These considerations come from our experience running the
AWS Public Dataset Program, which aims to maximize access to
publicly available data. Not every customer may desire to share
their data with everyone, but what we’ve learned can be relevant for
anyone working with data on Amazon S3.
The AWS Public Dataset Program funds the storage and distribution of
high-value shared datasets in AWS. We use this program to support the
research community and to explore ways to share large amounts of data.
We measure success for this program by looking at how the data is used.
If a dataset is widely used, then we consider it successful. We have found
that how the data is prepared is an important factor in whether a dataset
is successful.

On preparing data
What does it mean to prepare data? The actual techniques used to
prepare data are different with each dataset, but the overall goal of
the preparation is the same. We want to make it possible for customers
who are using the dataset to be able to access the least amount of data
possible to get the answers they need.
How do we organize datasets stored within Amazon S3 to make them
easy to use? To use data effectively, customers must be able to find and
access exactly the parts of the data that they are looking for. On Amazon
S3, this means being able to identify the appropriate bucket, the objects
within the bucket, and possibly the relevant portion of the objects.
For example, imagine you are trying to use satellite imagery to measure
the amount of water in a reservoir over time (this is a use case later
described in the section about the BlueDot Observatory). You have
access to an image archive that contains over a petabyte of images from
around the world, collected over the last several years. You only care
about images of your reservoir on days that were not cloudy so that you
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can see and measure the water. You probably only need to access a few
megabytes of data. This is much less than the petabyte that is in the
archive. If the data provider predicted your use case perfectly, you would
only have to access the exact data you needed. This may not be possible,
but maybe the data provider prepared the data well enough that you
could find what you need, and only had to get a few megabytes more
than you will actually use.
Why is this important? First, speed. Computers and networks get faster all
the time, but the best way to speed up analysis is to reduce the amount
of data you have to transfer to do your work. A second reason is cost.
While the costs associated with storing, transferring, and computing
data are declining, costs still exist. Reducing the amount of data stored,
transferred, and computed will reduce costs.

Between data dumps and APIs: over-thinking
and under-thinking it
There are two extremes on the spectrum of how you prepare data to
be shared. On one side, a data provider may dump data from their data
production system without a lot of thought or preparation. This could
be data that is a byproduct of some other process, such as a backup of
a database. At the other extreme, data providers may prepare their data
by organizing it and developing software around it to create an API or
interactive dashboard.
If you think about the overall goal (allowing customers to access the
least amount of data possible to do their work), you will realize that it is
unlikely that the data dump method will be successful. Customers may
have to read all of the data or transform it into another format to be able
to find what they are looking for. What is less obvious is that the API or
dashboard method will not help us achieve our goal. APIs and dashboards
have to be designed to allow for specific functionality. If the API isn’t
designed to do the kind of work that a customer wants to do, it will be
inefficient or impossible for the customer to do their work. For example,
OpenAQ (https://openaq.org/) provides an API to retrieve air quality
data measurements from individual locations. While this API is useful for
a particular use case, it is not useful for people who want to compare
measurements over large periods of time or across many locations.
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Through the AWS Public Dataset Program, we have found a useful
approach between a data dump and an API. This requires more thought
and effort than just dumping data into Amazon S3, but is typically less
work than building and running an API. The data should be available
so that tools can be built to access any of it directly, and it should be
organized to make it easy to find what you need without having to build
and manage an API to access it. APIs are often appropriate for data
sharing, but it’s best to see them as one of many possible ways to interact
with a dataset. To build on the example above, OpenAQ provides bulk
access to data in Amazon S3 along with providing an API. This approach
supports a wide range of users, including developers who want to access
specific air quality measurements, as well as researchers who want to
perform large-scale analysis on the entire OpenAQ dataset. Using tools
like Amazon Athena, producing averages across hundreds of millions of
air quality measurements can be done in seconds.
Amazon S3 has many tools and techniques for making data stored in
it accessible, including its own low-level and widely used APIs. For this
reason, Amazon S3 has been the backbone of data sharing for the AWS
Public Dataset Program. Amazon S3 accommodates thoughtful data
organization and easy data access, without forcing unnatural file formats
or inflexible API access. Additionally, many of the analytics and data
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Ready data for common analysis use cases
As an overarching consideration, it’s best to consider the most common
use cases for data when it comes to its preparation. If you are providing
data that you know will likely be used to drive a particular analysis, try
to get the data to a point where data customers won’t need to extract,
transform, and load (ETL) it to begin working with it. Data that is ready to
use has a much higher value than data that must first be prepared.
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On the other hand, consider whether traditional workflows are right
for specific data in the cloud. For example, some geospatial users may
be very accustomed to downloading shapefiles to work with a desktop
geospatial information system (GIS) application. Shapefiles, on the
other hand, may not be well suited to a cloud-scale analysis; therefore,
translating these files into Parquet format for use with Amazon Athena
might be a better choice. Choosing between formats can be a balance
between accommodating traditional tooling, and enabling powerful new
methods in the cloud.
In some cases, there may be no straightforward answer a natural format
for a specific data type. There may be several common ways for people to
work with a given dataset. In these instances, it may make sense to pretranslate a dataset and store it in multiple formats. This way, a dataset
can be ready to use for customers with different needs. Performing
multiple ETL operations up front can be much more efficient if you know
a significant percentage of customers will need to translate to a different
format.

Buckets are a top-level means of
organizing data
The first step in preparing data for sharing is to organize the data. And
the top-level means of organizing data in Amazon S3 involves buckets.
Setting up one or more buckets to house data is one of the first tasks
you’ll undertake when sharing data. There are some considerations when
making buckets to house data that can profoundly impact how users will
access your data. In the AWS Public Dataset Program, we have gravitated
toward housing one logical dataset per bucket. This may or may not be
the right approach for all data sharing arrangements.
There are no hard and fast rules as to when to split data into multiple
buckets, however these are some of the most important questions that
have guided our decisions in the AWS Public Dataset Program.
Region: What region is closest or convenient for your data customers?
If some portions of your data are likely to be used in different regions, it
may make sense to put data in respective regional buckets. (Note, if users
are likely to use your data from many different regions, you may want to
replicate data in other regions.)
Bucket policy: Are the same people responsible for uploading all the
data? Or could you need different access controls for different datasets?
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Will people consume data under the same policies, or do you need to
provide different levels of access to different users? If data needs to be
produced or shared under different terms, it may be better to split data at
the bucket level.
Thematic relationship: If two datasets are unlikely to be consumed by
the same kinds of users, then grouping those datasets under one bucket
creates more data for customers to sift through to find the data they
want. Consider splitting the data into buckets that will be useful to each
cohort of users.
Accounting and metrics: If you are interested in understanding the
usage patterns of how a given dataset is used, it may be easier to store
that dataset in its own bucket with its own set of logs.
Once you have decided how or whether to divide your datasets into
different buckets, keep in mind that bucket names must be globally
unique within Amazon S3, meaning that no two buckets can have the
same name anywhere in the world. If you have a number of buckets with
some sort of relationship (e.g. provided by one organization) you may find
it useful to choose a common prefix for bucket names to make the bucket
names memorable and to help ensure uniqueness.
Organize objects in buckets by key names
After choosing a bucket structure, the next step to sharing data on
Amazon S3 is to decide on an in-bucket structure for objects. After
buckets, objects are the next level of organizational building blocks within
Amazon S3. Every object in an Amazon S3 bucket has a key that uniquely
identifies it within the bucket (and, because every Amazon S3 bucket
name is unique, every key name is globally unique as well). This key name
can be an important tool for organizing a bucket.
Amazon S3 buckets have no concept of folders or directories, however
key names with delimiters, such as a forward slash (/) can be used
similarly to organize objects. Importantly, naming the objects in a bucket
with keys that have prefixes and delimiters allows customers to use the
ListObjects API to identify relevant subsets of data. Many tools that work
with S3 will expect “/” as a default delimiter. This convention works well
for simulating the behavior of folders, however note that any character
can function as a delimiter within an object name.
Some common analysis tools on AWS (such as Amazon Athena) make
use of specific conventions around hierarchical key names to dramatically
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improve the efficiency of tasks. This strategy, known as partitioning, uses
key prefixes to specify dimensions or attributes of your data. A common
pattern here is to partition data according to temporal elements, such as
year, month, and day. An example of this kind of object key name prefix is:
s3://bucketname/year=1985/month=10/day=26
If, for example, customers use Amazon Athena to query data partitioned
in this way, they can avoid scanning data from other months, days, and
years by including them in their SQL query. If possible, consider using
key naming schemes that are compatible with partitioning. This partition
naming structure is legible in that it documents attributes of the key; it
also enables more efficient analysis using a range of tools that can make
use of partitioned data.
Lastly, a brief note about object naming: if you have been using Amazon
S3 for a very long time, you may be inclined to name objects with a long,
unique hash for performance reasons. Due to changes implemented to
Amazon S3 in 2018, there is no particular reason to do this anymore. In
addition, using hashed key names can make listing objects difficult. In
short, don’t hash objects’ key names, and if for some reason you must,
be sure to supply an index (as discussed in the next section) so that data
users can understand what the objects are and how to find them.
Choosing a consistent, logical hierarchy of delimiters for key names is one
of best ways to make your shared data comprehensible and discoverable
by customers. By doing so, you’ll make data discovery via the ListObjects
API much easier for customers.

Create a map / index of your data
You can go a long way making your data easy to use with intuitive key
names and a list of objects from the ListObjects API, however an index
can provide a map for users to zero in on exactly what they are looking
for. As compared to the information returned by the ListObjects API, the
two main benefits of providing an index are: first, an index can provide
additional information (i.e. metadata) to help identify objects; second,
an index can be useful if the amount of data returned by ListObjects
becomes cumbersome due to a very large number of objects.
For some datasets there may be contextual information that isn’t
appropriate to be encoded into the key name prefix. In some instances,
information about the internal structure of objects can be added to
indexes, and can be used with range requests, which we discuss in the
next section.
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Another reason for providing an index is that sometimes, the amount
of data returned by ListObjects can itself be voluminous. Providing an
index can be faster than using the ListObjects API. Indexes, if they are
in a supported file format, can also be used with tools such as Amazon
Athena. This can make it easy to enumerate complex subsets of objects
according to values in the index.
It is also worth noting that some formats support internal indexes that
provide information about the structure of objects. This kind of index is
typically a feature of cloud-optimized file formats, which we discuss in the
next section.

Use cloud-optimized file formats that allow
cherry-picking
As customers narrow their search from buckets to objects, there is
another level where customers can further specify only the data they
are looking for. Whereas key names help customers identify the specific
objects to retrieve, customers may not be interested in the entirety of
objects, but instead may be interested in only a portion of an object or set
of objects.
Two features allow customers to retrieve subsets of objects: range
requests and Amazon S3 Select.
Range requests: Requests that only return a specified portion of an
object have been supported for a long time in Amazon S3. Range
requests are useful throughout Amazon S3 and support use cases such
as continuing a stopped transfer or parallelizing transfers of large objects.
Range requests also can allow users to selectively retrieve a specified byte
range of objects. This feature is useful particularly when objects are large
or where a consistent subset of an object is useful absent the rest of the
object.
Logically then, to make use of range requests, customers must know
something about the byte structure of objects. Some formats, such as
compressed tarballs, do not practically allow for range requests and
therefore should be avoided if possible. Other formats, however, such
as Cloud Optimized GeoTIFF, make it relatively easy to know or infer the
byte structure of objects, and allow customers to make requests for the
portion of the object they need. Depending on the data format, tools may
be built to make working with these formats more efficient.
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Amazon S3 Select: Unlike range requests that require knowledge of the
byte structure of objects, Amazon S3 Select works on a limited set of
data types but allows flexible subsetting using SQL statements. Amazon
S3 Select is supported for objects in CSV, JSON, and Apache Parquet.
Additionally, CSV and JSON objects can be compressed with gzip or bzip.
Parquet is a compelling format for cloud access, because it can be used
to exploit multiple strategies for reducing extraneous data access. Tools
that work with Parquet often work seamlessly with a combination of
partitioning, range request, and Amazon S3 Select processing strategies
to achieve dramatic optimizations of data access. If the data you are
sharing is tabular or can be transformed to be tabular, Parquet is a format
that allows for efficient storage and fast analysis.
Whatever format you choose for sharing data, choosing cloud-optimized
formats can go a long way toward reducing the need to process or
transfer extraneous data.

Right-size your objects
In addition to object format there’s another important consideration
when readying data to share in Amazon S3: the size of your objects. There
are no hard and fast rules as to the right size for objects, however there
are tradeoffs if objects are too large or too small.
A significant challenge is when objects are too small. When objects are
very small – 128KB and smaller – it will prevent you from using the
Infrequent Access storage tier, as well as the Intelligent Tiering feature of
Amazon S3. If small object size results in a very large number of objects,
it can also have implications for cost with respect to request pricing. In
addition, many small objects can have performance implications when
listing, transferring, or copying. Remember that each object request
carries some overhead, both technical and in terms of cost. Making many
requests for the same volume of data can raise both.
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At the other end, needlessly large objects can pose challenges for sharing
as well. Objects that are too large can be cumbersome if they force data
customers to transfer more data than needed, or resort to range requests
unnecessarily.
In terms of the ideal file size, it depends in part on the analytic use
case. For example, if it is likely that downstream data customers will use
Amazon Athena, we suggest chunk sizes of 128MB or greater. Too small,
and Amazon S3 transfer operations will become costlier. Too large, and it
may require unnecessary data scanning.

Provide additional documentation and
tutorials for working with data
The previous sections have covered technical strategies to make data
discoverable and consumable with minimal cognitive and technological
overhead. However, consumers of your data will typically need an
additional nudge to get started successfully. Remember that, as the
provider of data, you may be more familiar with your data and its domain
than any of your downstream data customers.
Logical key name structures and indexes can only go so far in helping
people understand a dataset. Additional sources of documentation,
such as a data dictionary, can help your data customers understand the
corresponding field names. Additionally, there may be caveats to the
data collection methodology or instrumentation that require explanation
to help customers avoid pitfalls or draw incorrect conclusions from your
data.
Perhaps the most beneficial documentation type for making datasets
useful to a wide audience is a tutorial. Data tutorials help customers
build a complete mental picture of a dataset and how it might be used.
Multiple tutorials that show different ways of accomplishing tasks in the
cloud can be particularly beneficial in helping customers understand
tradeoffs and nuances in how you have chosen to share data.
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Measuring success and tracking statistics
on usage
Once you have begun sharing data, either with a broad public audience or
internally within your organization, you may be interested to know how
your datasets are being used. This can help you refine how you share and
document your data. Amazon S3 and other interrelated AWS services
provide several ways of tracking usage of your data from Amazon S3. The
primary ways to learn about usage include: the AWS billing dashboard,
Amazon S3 server access logging, and AWS CloudTrail object-level
logging.
The first, and perhaps easiest way to get a bird’s-eye view of usage
is through the AWS billing dashboard. The billing dashboard will
automatically produce high-level summaries of spending and usage for
your account for all AWS services, including Amazon S3. You can also
download custom cost and usage reports for specified services for custom
date ranges, aggregated by your choice of hours, days, or months. That
report, combined with descriptions of various Amazon S3 usage codes,
can be used to create reasonably granular summaries of usage across one
or more Amazon S3 buckets.
If you require a more detailed understanding of usage, Amazon S3 server
access logging offers a look at Amazon S3 usage at the request level.

Advantages of sharing data in the cloud

GLOBAL COMMUNITY
OF USERS

NEW SERVICES
& TOOLS

FASTER PACE
OF RESEARCH

LOWER COST
OF RESEARCH
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These logs will provide usage information by IP address, requester ID, and
user agent, and can help you understand your data at a deeper level. AWS
provides examples of how to work with Amazon S3 logs using tools such
as Amazon Athena.
Finally, AWS CloudTrail Amazon S3 object-level logging can help simplify
working with Amazon S3 logs. If, for example, you are interested
in logging specific kinds of object requests, you can configure AWS
CloudTrail to do so. AWS CloudTrail can also be useful if you want to
understand activity as it relates to specific API calls. Lastly, AWS CloudTrail
is also integrated with other services, such as Amazon Athena and
Amazon CloudWatch Logs, and therefore can make working with logging
information a bit more straightforward.

Summary
As you prepare to share data, start by working backwards from how
you anticipate customers will use your data, and keep these use cases in
mind as you plan how to share it. Begin with large-scale considerations,
such as bucket structure, and work your way toward smaller-scale
considerations, like object key-name hierarchies. Finally, evaluate smallerscale considerations, such as data formats and object sizes. Lastly, look at
usage of your data, and talk to customers to see if there are refinements
that may make your data more relevant or easy to use.
This technique will help you check that you haven’t forgotten any
important considerations along the way. However, remember there is no
one-size-fits-all approach. These considerations are guidelines and may
not be applicable to all of your data-usage situation. Let your customers’
use cases and your own understanding of your data be your guides.
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Best practices in ethical data-sharing:
an interview with Natalie Evans Harris
Natalie Evans Harris is the co-founder and COO of BrightHive and former
senior policy advisor to the US Chief Technology Officer in the Obama
administration. Harris founded the Data Cabinet, a federal data science
community of practice with over 200 active members across more than
40 federal agencies, co-led a cohort of federal, nonprofit, and for-profit
organizations to develop data-driven tools through the Opportunity
Project, and established the Open Skills Community through the
Workforce Data Initiative. She also led an analytics development center
for the National Security Agency (NSA) that served as the foundation
for NSA’s Enterprise Data Science Development program and became a
model for other intelligence community agencies.
Harris shared best practices on data stewardship and responsible and
effective use of data.
Why is it important for data to be shared?
Over the last decade, we have seen the power and impact of data
in drawing insights, understanding the world around us, and making
decisions to improve communities and human lives. When used correctly,
data has the power to improve human life: medicine, healthcare,
economic opportunity, and more.
Data is behind the decisions we make. Data influences how resources are
allocated and how success is measured. We’ve seen limits on our ability
to drive outcomes when data is in silos. It becomes difficult to answer
questions like: who really utilizes the healthcare system? How do we
predict the skills that will be needed to fill future roles? Data sharing
becomes critical because the only way to have a holistic view of what’s
happening is by bringing together data that’s currently sitting in separate
places and governed under a privacy framework that discourages crossagency collaboration.
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Can you share examples of how open data has addressed real-life
problems?
When the Workforce Improvement and Opportunity Act (WIOA) was
passed, it required state and local governments to better measure return
on investment in training programs by collecting data about training
providers that receive grants.
The challenge with data-driven policies such as this one is that measuring
outcomes requires bringing together administrative data that sits in
separate state agencies. For WIOA, states must bring together education
data from their education agency and wage and employment data from
their labor agency. Then they have to figure out to how to bring in data
that doesn’t even sit in government but with training providers – some
public, some private, some community colleges, some have gotten grants,
and others who haven’t gotten grants. Lack of standards definitions and
rules governing data sharing means manual, bureaucratic processes to
collect, analyze, and share this data.
To get ahead of these challenges, the Open Skills Community led by
the University of Chicago, worked with experts across government,
nonprofits, and the private sector to develop an open data standard for
easing the collection, linking, and analysis of these data sources. Tools can
be developed on top of this open data standard to automate much of this
process and allow individuals to focus on drawing insights from the data.
It’s one thing to collect data and a whole other issue to draw insights
from it. Having open data standards makes data accessible and useable.
Because it’s an open standard, it can be leveraged by anyone, and also
evolve in a transparent fashion.
How does cloud technology change how we share data?
I read in Forbes that over 2.5 quintillion bytes of data are collected daily.
For that collection to lead to meaningful insights, a cloud technology
solution is often the best way to collect, store, and protect that data.
Where we seem to fall short is with the tools built on top of the
technology for accessibility and usability of the data. When organizations
invest heavily in the cloud infrastructure, but fail to invest in the
processes, policies, and training, which govern the use of the data, moving
to the cloud, can become a frustrating experience.
What are some best practices you can share so data is shared
responsibly and ethically?
The most important best practice I can recommend is to focus on how
ethics and responsible data use is a part of your organizational culture.
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There are some things that can be done through technology, but ethics
is driven by people not tools. Make sure that you have a code of ethics,
a set of principles that guides your teams in the decisions made and can
be used to build trust within organizations and with the communities you
serve.
As government becomes more digitized, consent based on empowering
data owners will be critical. A set of principles that encourages questions
around how you’re making sure data is protected, that datasets are large
and diverse enough, that questions are framed adequately ensures that
ethics is at the top of people’s mind throughout the data lifecycle. At
BrightHive, we instituted an ethical design checklist. Beyond that, it is
also important to make sure that the ethics manifesto filters into your
processes.
What are the ethical implications of sharing data?
Tools help us draw insights and answer questions, but we as individuals
have the responsibility to assess the quality of the answers. Tools help
link and aggregate data and merge datasets, but biased algorithms
can change the result. Tools can’t tell us whether it was a large enough
dataset, or a diverse enough dataset to help us get the answers we’re
looking for. What we’re starting to realize is that we rely too heavily on
the technology. Machine learning and artificial intelligence can’t do the
thinking for you. You still need people with subject matter expertise
to analyze what the technology has done. Someone should be able to
analyze the results and deduce what is happening with the data.
The interaction between technology and people is at the crux of the
ethical issue – we need to ask the right questions and understand what
conclusions we are drawing from the data and the implications from it.
Who is responsible when data isn’t shared responsibly?
When I hear about a breach, the first thing I want to know is where things
went wrong in the process. Not for blame, but for gaps that caused the
leak. A sound process with the right checks along the way minimizes your
risk of exposing data inappropriately. At the collection process, is there a
check? When you get to the analysis, was there a check in place? I look at
where in the process there was a failure.
What is a data steward, what are their responsibilities?
The fun part of the data steward role is in creating, optimizing, and
examining the end-to-end life cycle. You’re responsible for caring for
data from the minute data enters your environment until it leaves,
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and working with your organization to make sure all the steps are in
place. It’s a process that includes documenting and understanding the
organizations’ operating model, as well as educating staff on what it
means. A data steward is the heart of the data. That person can be called
a Chief Data Officer (CDO) and can delegate responsibilities to other
stewards, but there must be one person who owns the data journey
within your organization.
Do you foresee this role changing in the future?
Yes, data roles will evolve in organizations to meet new regulations’
needs. They will be responsible for making sure it is not treated as a
checkbox but something that’s a part of the culture of the organization.
Data is rarely a technology problem, rather it’s a cultural problem. Data
stewards have to work with multiple parts of an organization to lead the
charge on strategic data use for that organization. That’s not solely a
legal or technological issue– it’s someone who can bring together all of
these different aspects of using data.
How do you measure whether data was used effectively?
The first thing to look at is why data was collected. At the beginning of
the project, you want to define the measures of success – not on money
and mission but the real, tangible, community impact. If you know and
can visualize impact and you know the questions you need to answer
to get to that, knowing whether you collected and used data effectively
becomes easy.
So many organizations today have troves of data sitting around, not
archived or used to answer mission-related questions. Why are you
collecting the data? If you’re collecting and not using it, that’s a misuse of
data, it’s irresponsible and increases your security risk.
Learn more about Natalie Evans Harris’s work at
http://www.natalieevansharris.com
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Opening regulatory data: a Q&A with
David Borenstein about the community that
has emerged around the IRS’s open 900 tax
filing data
In 2016, the IRS started sharing 990 non-profit tax filings through
the AWS Public Dataset Program. Making this data available inspired
the formation of the Nonprofit Open Data Collective, a consortium
of nonprofits and researchers who came together to explore the IRS’s
massive dataset. As a follow-up, we spoke with David Borenstein, one of
the driving forces behind the Nonprofit Open Data Collective, about his
new projects: Applied Nonprofit Research, a data engineering consultancy
dedicated to opening up public records, and Open990.com, a free website
(and soon-to-be nonprofit organization) that provides these data to the
public.
What is Open990?
Open990 is a free platform that provides unlimited access to financial
indicators from over 1.8 million nonprofits. We use “fuzzy matching”
records linkage to track the compensation of particular employees and
the expenses of particular programs from 2010 to the present. We
provide data from hundreds of indicators, and users do not need to
register for access. We also provide free downloads of data extracts for
over 7,000 unique data fields.
The e-file dataset has a reputation for being difficult to work with. How
have you managed to tame it? We started with techniques developed
during the 990 “Datathon” hosted by the Aspen Institute’s Program on
Philanthropy and Social Innovation in 2017. We join descriptions from the
IRS schema files with counts and examples from the actual dataset, and
then we manually create mappings. On top of this, we created an internal
database to track situations in which field names, paper locations, or XML
paths changed over time, and a highly efficient ETL pipeline that lets us
regenerate the entire dataset in about 30 minutes.
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What have been the biggest challenges in working with the IRS 990
dataset?
The biggest issue is that the native file format is not amenable to analysis.
There are three major format issues: the files are too small and too
numerous, the format changes over time with little documentation, and
the document structure is complex and varied.
You can deal with the speed issue by turning the millions of XML files
into JSON records in a NoSQL database, keeping in mind that the largest
filings exceed the MongoDB record size limit.
The format changes are harder to deal with. The filing contains a version
attribute in its outermost element. The IRS previously provided schemas
for some versions, but they have since been removed from the IRS
website. As for dealing with complexity, there’s no way but the oldfashioned way – careful and considered manual curation.
You are trying to start a business. Why give away the results of your
analysis?
Most importantly, it’s the right thing to do. Americans are subsidizing
every nonprofit and every itemized donation through generous tax
breaks. We deserve to know what’s happening! From a business
standpoint, we believe that helping people see what’s possible may
generate interest in using our services to analyze other data. For example,
we use semantic and statistical models to identify people, projects, and
similar organizations. At the end of the day, our mission is to facilitate
public inspection of public records.
How has Open990 benefited from being on AWS?
Building semantic models of text is an iterative process, and so is figuring
out how to map thousands of distinct XML fields – and many are opentext – to hundreds of well-defined data points. Thanks to AWS Cloud
Credits for Research, we were able to experiment with some powerful
machinery and explore what have traditionally been relatively expensive
strategies, such as using semantic relationships between words to find
common themes between organizations. Now that the credits have
expired, we’ve been working to refine these techniques to manage
our costs.
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What’s on the horizon for Applied Nonprofit Research and Open990?
We are currently working on a novel DevOps platform for integrating
complex data that deals with many topics. The idea is to automate our
analysis so that we have zero lag, even as we incorporate more and more
sources. The results of this effort will make their way to Open990, and to
future APIs through Applied Nonprofit Research.
Do you have any advice for those looking to work with the IRS
dataset?
If you can, try to avoid reinventing the wheel. People are already building
tools to make it easy to work with this dataset. For example, a freelancer
named Jacob Fenton created a tool called IRSx to extract specific fields
from 990 filings submitted during tax year 2013 and later. If you need
a larger dataset than IRSx can extract efficiently, or if you need older
filings, see if you can find the fields you need from the e-file master
concordance. The Nonprofit Open Data Collective provides a great
collection of links to helpful resources on analyzing 990s.
You can learn more about Applied Nonprofit Research at
https://appliednonprofitresearch.com/
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Achieving sustainable development
in Africa with open data
Achieving sustainable development and addressing local and national
needs requires access and analysis of large datasets and the use of
complex tools and algorithms. This creates barriers for many users,
particularly for communities in developing countries where resources for
data storage and data analysis are limited.
The Africa Regional Data Cube (ARDC), a new data management
technology developed on AWS, hopes to address this challenge by
building capacity in those communities to access large datasets in
support of their local and national needs framed around the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) and the broader development priorities. It
seeks to create a standardized and free system that can be used by global
users to access, process, and analyze key data for sustainability. It does
this by working closely with five different countries in Africa – Ghana,
Kenya, Senegal, Sierra Leone, and Tanzania – to understand their datarelated challenges and respond to these needs with improved access and
use of geospatial data.
The ARDC launched in May 2018 and it is based on the Open Data
Cube (ODC) infrastructure, which has been successfully demonstrated in
Australia, Colombia, and Switzerland and is under development in many
other countries.
Learn more about the Open Data Cube project at
https://www.opendatacube.org/
The technology behind the cube
The ARDC includes leadership and contributions from the Global Partnership for
Sustainable Development Data (GPSDD), the Committee on Earth Observation
Satellites (CEOS), Amazon Web Services (AWS), the Government of Kenya,
Strathmore University, and the Group on Earth Observations (GEO).
The ARDC team was awarded a two-year Amazon Web Services grant
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through the Strathmore University, and is leveraging AWS Cloud Credits
for Research to prototype and implement the data cube on AWS. The
ARDC uses a combination of Amazon S3 and Amazon Elastic Compute
Cloud (Amazon EC2) to host satellite data cubes, and several domainspecific application algorithms.

“THE ABILITY TO USE
THE COMPLETE TIME
SERIES OF SATELLITE
DATA TO DETECT
CHANGES OVER TIME”
The first ARDC implementation
The first implementation of the ARDC focused on enabling access to
satellite observations, specifically for Landsat and Sentinel data. As a
result, users in each of the five African countries involved in the project
can now easily access satellite data and study their land and water
resources. One of the key advantages of the ARDC is the ability to use the
complete time series of satellite data to detect changes over time, and
gain a better understanding of the impacts of these changes to support
decisions that could preserve and sustain natural resources for the future.
Since the ARDC launched, several detailed analyses of land-based
changes are yielding new insight into country sustainability problems
and creating a new desire for further research. An example includes the
analysis of urbanization changes in the Dadaab Refugee Camps in Kenya.
The ARDC team is working with the United Nations and the Government
of Kenya to leverage ARDC to investigate refugee camps in Dadaab,
Kenya, and assess the level of “urbanization” or expansion of these camps.
Dadaab, a site of the United Nations High Commission for Refugees, is
the second-largest refugee camp in the world. Identifying refugee camps
using satellite imagery is non-trivial, because it is difficult for the satellite
algorithms to differentiate those areas from normal bare soil regions. The
ARDC team is leveraging Landsat data on AWS and cloud computing to
quickly and efficiently implement and test several algorithms to optimally
map refugee camp extent. This will drive better planning and execution.
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Other examples of current uses of ARDC include studies of urbanization
and deforestation in the Chenene Forest Reserve, Kenya, and detection of
illegal mining in Ghana.
Digital Earth Africa
The ARDC has demonstrated the value of satellite data to decision makers
throughout all of Africa and has led to the announcement of Digital
Earth Africa, a new program that will expand upon the ARDC and enable
analysis of satellite imagery for the entire African continent.

The images above show Fractional Cover
(FC) in 2000 (left) and 2017 (right). FC
is an iterative algorithm that classifies
every pixel as a fraction of bare soil (RED),
photosynthetic vegetation (GREEN) and
non-photosynthetic vegetation (BLUE). FC
can be used to identify areas that have
moved from vegetated (GREEN) to nonvegetated (BLUE or RED). Illegal mining

in Ghana starts with deforestation and
then ends with small bodies of water on
the surface due to underground aquifer
exploitation. Mining areas are easy to locate,
as the dense forest (green) is replaced with
bare soil or contaminated water (red) or
non-photosynthetic vegetation (blue). This
change is evident in the two images from
2000 to 2017.

Learn more about the Africa Regional Data Cube at http://
www.data4sdgs.org/initiatives/africa-regional-data-cube
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Accelerating astrophysics research with
Hubble Space Telescope data in the cloud
Since going live in 1990, the Hubble Space Telescope has delivered
groundbreaking images to broaden our understanding of the universe.
Each image captured by the telescope is archived and made publicly
available, free of cost, by NASA through the Space Telescope Science
Institute (STScI).
The Hubble images archive is used by a global community of
astronomers, researchers, and engineers and has led to the discovery of
distant galaxies and nebulae. “The legacy is a treasure trove of data that
can be mined in the future,” Arfon Smith, head of data science at STScI,
said.

Veil Nebula: Hubble’s observations of dynamic events in the universe,
such as this image of hot gas from a stellar explosion, continues to
provide key insights into the deaths and afterlives of stars. Credits: NASA,
ESA, and the Hubble Heritage Team (STScI/AURA)
Addressing the need for computing
The community requires a massive amount of computing power for their
scientific research. To improve researchers’ access to computing power,
in May of 2018, STScI made over a decade of Hubble Space Telescope
observation data available on Amazon Web Services (AWS) by transferring
110 TB of Hubble’s archival observations to Amazon Simple Storage
Service (Amazon S3). All public data from the Hubble Space Telescope’s
active instruments are available for large-scale analysis on Amazon S3.
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Jupiter: Hubble’s decades of observations of the planets in the outer Solar
System allow astronomers to study their seasonal variations and provide
support for NASA’s dedicated suite of spacecraft that visit these celestial
bodies. Credit: NASA, ESA, and A. Simon (NASA/GSFC).
Cloud capabilities facilitating research
Now that the dataset is available on AWS, astronomers, academicians,
engineers, and the general public can process large volumes of Hubble
imagery without downloading and storing their own copies of the data.
By removing the burden of acquiring data, researchers can review and
query the data more quickly.
Let’s consider an example of what it might cost for a researcher to process
all of the 120,000 or so images collected over the last nine years from the
Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3/IR) aboard the Hubble Space Telescope. With
AWS Lambda, developers and researchers can run code on AWS without
having to worry about provisioning servers or planning infrastructure
capacity, while only being charged for the compute time used to run the
code. According to STScI, using Lambda, the entire collection of WFC3/IR
images can be processed in about 2 minutes for an estimated cost of $2!
The availability of Hubble imagery alongside computing will give
researchers the opportunity to break new ground. Even after the Hubble
Telescope is decommissioned, the highly valuable dataset of space
images – in the hands of researchers – will yield insights into our cosmos
through the contributions of an empowered astronomy community.
Learn about the Space Telescope Science Institute’s work
to help astronomers use cloud computing at
https://mast-labs.stsci.io/
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The Amazon Sustainability Data
Initiative: unlocking sustainability insights
around the world
Even when it looks like just a wall of numbers, a dataset can paint a
striking picture. Take, for example, your five-day weather forecast. That
calculation boils down a mass of details – some of them from a U.S. radar
network called NEXRAD – to allow you to see your upcoming weather. But
when the NEXRAD archive of weather data recently became available on
Amazon Web Services, a team of Cornell University researchers didn’t see
just rain, sunshine, and wind patterns.
They saw something else entirely.

“ONE OF THE LARGEST
DATASETS DESCRIBING
ANIMAL MOVEMENT
EVER COMPILED.”
Accessing the data trove of weather radar allowed them to explore a
poorly understood phenomenon happening across American night skies:
bird migration. Their study tracked more than 4 billion birds moving
south in the fall, gaining insights about where they went and which ones
survived, and resulted from what they called “one of the largest datasets
describing animal movement ever compiled.”
The Amazon Sustainability Data Initiative expands access to data that
aims to drive sustainability innovation – hosting data archives such as
NEXRAD on AWS. The initiative makes weather forecast models, satellite
imagery, air quality measurements, and other public datasets more
accessible in the cloud, and also provides computational tools for analysis.
This initiative came together over months of conversations between
the teams in Amazon Sustainability and Amazon Web Services (AWS).
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Over time, the teams realized working together to improve access to
datasets that Amazon needs to inform our sustainability goals could
also empower the broader community of nonprofits, businesses, and
academic researchers who can use this data. The Initiative was established
to give anyone working on sustainability issues both knowledge of how to
use the cloud and access to datasets that can be combined to offer new
insights and drive new solutions.
The Cornell paper on bird migration is an “absolutely stunning study,” said
Ed Kearns, chief data officer for the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA), the federal agency that runs NEXRAD. “This is
something that, honestly, would not have been possible to do if these
datasets were not available on the Amazon platform.”
The power of the cloud
Amazon’s sustainability team began working with AWS last year to begin
warehousing the vast amounts of public data that describe our planet.
While these datasets have always been freely available, researchers
may not have the compute power necessary to take advantage of these
resources through their own on-premise datacenters.
“If you’re lucky and have a good internet connection and plenty of
storage, you could download 1 terabyte in about a day and a half,” said
Jed Sundwall, open data global lead for AWS. The NEXRAD archive, for
example, is 300 terabytes (a terabyte is 1,024 gigabytes). To put that into
perspective, you could fit 500 hours’ worth of movies in one terabyte.
When data lives in the cloud – on remote, internet-connected servers –
anyone can see it and analyze it without having to procure their own copy
or worry about keeping it up to date. “This is really powerful,” Sundwall
said, “because it allows researchers to experiment much more quickly
and at lower cost, which leads to more insights. It’s not uncommon for us
to hear from customers who say that they’re now able to do things that
would have been science fiction just a few years ago.”
While the Amazon Sustainability Data Initiative started with the idea of
aggregating resources in the cloud, it quickly turned into something more.
“Almost immediately, we found we were barely scratching the surface
of the value we could provide,” said Dara O’Rourke, senior principal
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scientist with Amazon’s sustainability team and an associate professor of
environmental and labor policy at the University of California, Berkeley.
In conversations with researchers, it became clear they needed not just
access to the data itself but to technical expertise and computational
tools, both of which Amazon has been able to provide. NASA, for
example, recently used machine learning techniques on AWS to estimate
hurricane wind speeds six times faster than their previous approach.
“Very few climate researchers would have any exposure to the most
recent, cutting-edge machine learning and artificial intelligence tools, but
they’re potentially incredibly valuable to them,” O’Rourke said. “So we’re
trying to get this data in this place where it’s much easier to access and
give these researchers a set of tools they’ve never had before.”

“WE’RE TRYING TO GIVE
THESE RESEARCHERS A SET
OF TOOLS THEY’VE NEVER
HAD BEFORE.”
Focusing the eyes in the sky
Together, the access and computational tools that AWS provides are
driving sustainability projects led by groups that run the gamut from
university researchers to local governments, federal agencies to private
startups. Satellite imagery for five countries in Africa, for example, has
been compiled in the Africa Regional Data Cube, a global partnership
aimed at problems related to land use, water, and urbanization.
In Ghana, illegal miners raid patches of land over the course of a month,
clearing trees and leaving behind puddles of contaminated water. “It’s an
environmental disaster,” said Brian Killough, who is helping lead the data
cube work through NASA.
Authorities in Ghana can only monitor so much ground with helicopters
and planes. But “with satellite image every two to three days and a
few fancy algorithms to go with it, you can find changes in an instant,”
Killough said. Available through AWS, the data cube – so named because
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it stacks layers of satellite data over time for a given location – is also
helping to inform farming and urban planning. Killough said he hopes to
scale the effort to other parts of Africa and the world.
AWS has also provided $1.5 million in cloud credits to the Group on
Earth Observations (GEO), an intergovernmental organization, so that
government agencies and research groups in developing countries can
use big data to inform decisions for sustainable development. The grant
was just announced in late November and will fund a broad range of
projects, but Steven Ramage, GEO’s head of external relations, said
multiple requests have already come in related to disaster risk reduction
tools and services.
“We want to help people help themselves,” Ramage said, “and in doing so,
enable us all to tackle some of the biggest challenges we have ever faced
as humans.”
Global reach, local impacts
While some of this work is clearly big-picture, it can just as easily come
down to a single city block. In Virginia, flood-prone towns are using
sensors to monitor water levels and upload them to the cloud as part
of the StormSense project. Local residents can ask Alexa about water
levels in specific places or subscribe to an app with alerts on dangerous
flooding.
The data is also being used to predict where floods might occur and could
eventually power signs that tell drivers to turn around when a roadway
floods, said Sridhar Katragadda, data officer for the City of Virginia Beach,
which is participating in the project.
StormSense is collecting data from coastal cities such as Virginia Beach,
Newport News, and Hampton Roads. Katragadda points out that each
locality may have its own system for capturing and presenting water
levels, and those need to be reconciled in order for the project to grow.
“The only way you can scale this well is by being in the cloud,” he said.
“Different cities can use different sensors, but we can aggregate the data
in one place.”
Timing of extreme heat days by year. The chart displays a point for
each day between April and October in a year when the daily maximum
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temperature is above the extreme heat threshold of 100 degrees F. Dat is
shown for Fresno under a scenario in which emissions peak around 2040,
then decline.
Graph provided by Cal-Adapt, illustrating expected projected changes
in average area burned by wildfires for California, using a data model.
The graph changes by 10-year periods, and can be viewed with the full
animation on Cal-Adapt.
In California, the Cal-Adapt initiative is using AWS to open up climate data
from the state’s research community – details about sea level rise, wildfire
incidence, snowpack levels, and other indicators.
“The next generation of global climate models are at higher spatial and
temporal resolution than previous ones, and the model output includes
more variables than ever before,” said Nancy Thomas, Cal-Adapt’s
executive director.
Thomas said the group is using AWS Lambda to increase the computing
power researchers can apply to daily climate parameters, such as the
number of extreme heat days, in an interactive mapping format that can
highlight climate anomalies over space and time.
“Open data access is critical to making complex climate research
understandable, accessible, and actionable,” she said.
“Sometimes measurements are esoteric, and their immediate application
isn’t obvious, but after discussions with our experts, people go, ‘Aha! This
is how these data could be used.’ That’s really exciting for us.”
– Ed Kearns, chief data officer for the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA)
Building a data community
For NOAA, hosting NEXRAD data and other resources in the cloud has
reduced the strain on its own servers.
“What’s really nice about what Amazon is doing is they’re providing these
NOAA data with no discernible limits on how much data someone can
consume,” said NOAA’s Kearns.
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He adds that the ongoing dialogue between Amazon and NOAA experts
helps shape what gets staged from the agency. Amazon conveys which
datasets are interesting to its customers, and NOAA helps explain the
datasets and how they can be used.
“Sometimes measurements are esoteric, and their immediate application
isn’t obvious,” he said, “but after discussions with our experts, people go,
‘Aha! This is how these datasets could be used.’ That’s really exciting for
us.”
As the Amazon Sustainability Data Initiative grows, it creates a flywheel
effect: more data brings in more users, which in turn brings more data
and more users. Many of those users are citizen scientists, entrepreneurs,
or researchers like the ones from Cornell, coming up with entirely
unexpected and creative insights from data that has long been too
difficult to reach.
“When we worked with NOAA to open up access to their weather radar
data, we never had thought it would be used as a dataset to describe
animal movement,” Sundwall said of the bird study. “If you can get data
into the hands of more people with different perspectives, different
priorities, and different approaches, you’re going to get much more out
of it.”
Learn more about the Amazon Sustainability Data Initiative
at https://opendata.aws/sustainability
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The Allen Brain Observatory: empowering
students with massive amounts of brain data
The Allen Institute for Brain Science in Seattle and the University
of Washington annually host a two-week, intensive workshop on
computational neuroscience. The Summer Workshop on the Dynamic
Brain offers advanced graduate and post-graduate students an
introduction to the current state of the neurobiology of sensory
processing, including anatomy, physiology, and neural coding. Starting
for the first time in 2017, attendees have had the opportunity to analyze
massive datasets in the cloud through a collaboration with AWS.
We reached out to David Feng, Associate Director of Technology at the
Allen Institute for Brain Science, to learn more about the workshop’s first
experiment with the cloud.
What are the goals of your workshop on the Dynamic Brain?
The workshop, now in its fifth year in 2019, prepares late-stage graduate
students interested in neuroscience, physics, applied mathematics, data,
and computer sciences, and post-doctoral fellows for research careers
in neuroscience. It provides training in computational and analytical
methods, collaborative and open-source tools, and direct experience with
a breadth of data types ranging from single cell morphology to neural
population dynamics.
The main objective is for students to develop and execute projects with
their peers, under the advisement of course faculty. While these projects
are computational in nature, they use empirical data collected by the
Allen Institute for Brain Science. The course takes place at the Friday
Harbor Laboratories of the University of Washington on San Juan Island.
What do cloud resources enable that you couldn’t do before?
Students have access to an order of magnitude more data than they have
had in the past. In previous years, we provided students external hard
drives containing data for their course projects. This limited a project’s
scope to only the data we could fit on a hard drive. Since 2017, we have
provided students with increasingly large amounts of data through
Amazon Simple Storage Service (Amazon S3), including our highest
resolution datasets that do not fit on most external hard drives. Our first
cloud-enabled course in 2017 ran with 35TB of data in Amazon S3. In
2019, we aim to provide over 200TB of data from several data modalities.
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This approach was extraordinarily successful, enabling reliable and
high-powered computation and collaborative projects. Students spent
more time analyzing data and less time configuring their software
toolchains. In 2017 we deployed a JupyterHub cluster, which dynamically
provisioned Docker-based instances that come preconfigured with a host
of hard-to-configure dependencies. Rather than spending days setting
up development environments, students could click a link and start
working immediately. More recently we have migrated to providing each
student with their own pre-configured (but customizable) SageMaker
Jupyter instance. This keeps the students’ compute- and network-heavy
workloads from interfering with each other over the course of two weeks.
Additionally, the ease of retrieving large, custom compute configurations
enables new types of projects. Students tend to limit their analyses to
what they can easily run on their laptops. Due to flexibility of the Amazon
EC2, we can provide whatever compute resources the students need
(within reason!). The base instance we provide is more powerful than
most of the laptops students bring. One participant wanted to play with
deep neural networks, so we spawned a GPU instance to use with the
necessary dependencies and data volumes preconfigured.
Year after year, we are pleased to see that a majority of the students
(and instructors) opt to analyze data in the cloud, rather than using their
laptops and tethered hard drives.
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What changes did you have to make now that the data is available in
the cloud?
No software changes were necessary. The Allen Institute provides a
Python software package to manipulate our data organized on a standard
filesystem, (AllenSDK). We use S3FS to volume-mount our S3 bucket.
From the students’ perspective, it appears identical to their external hard
drives. This meant that all of our pre-existing code works out of the box.
The majority of our technical course preparation goes into analysis and
compute environment configuration.
What’s next for workshop participants? Will they continue to work
with the data even though the course is over?
We always encourage students to continue working on their projects in
their cloud analysis environments. Successful course projects tend to take
on a life of their own after the course ends, and some projects have led to
peer-reviewed publications or conference presentations. We will continue
to provide students with access to the data and analysis resources they
had during the course. This is straightforward now that most of those
resources are in Amazon S3 and Amazon EC2.
How has the Allen Institute benefited from running a
cloud-enabled workshop?
Developing the Summer Workshop on the Dynamic Brain using
cloud resources made it trivial to extend to other contexts. At the
Computational and Systems Neuroscience meeting (Cosyne) in 2019, we
ran a ~100 participant interactive data analysis tutorial using the Allen
Brain Observatory data. We used the exact same data and compute
environments we gave to Dynamic Brain workshop participants, and
everything scaled fivefold perfectly. Cosyne 2019 was so successful that
we now routinely use this environment for our other hackathons and
courses as well.
Learn more about the Allen Brain Observatory at
https://observatory.brain-map.org/
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BlueDot Observatory: keeping an eye
on our planet’s water resources
Managing water crises is one of the United Nations’ Sustainable
Development Goals and the decline in the available quality and quantity
of fresh water is ranked as one of the top ten most serious societal risks
by the World Economic Forum’s 2018 Global Risks report. Using satellite
imagery available through the AWS Open Data Program and the AWS
Cloud, BlueDot Observatory is establishing a global monitoring system for
all at-risk water bodies. This monitoring reveals a sad truth – the total loss
of water bodies is in the not-too-distant future.
We invited Anze Zupanc, a data scientist who manages the BlueDot
Observatory at Sinergise, to share how the AWS Open Data Program and
the Amazon Sustainability Data Initiative support this work.
Leveraging AWS Open Data and the cloud to monitor at-risk bodies
of water
Most of us who have the privilege to live in the developed world treat
water as an unlimited resource. We don’t think about where water is
coming from and how much is available. But even if we did, we might
encounter challenges accessing detailed water-level information. This
inspired us to build the BlueDot Observatory.
To prototype our solution using Sentinel data and save on computer
resources, we decided not to process the entire land mass and instead
focus only on water bodies and their surroundings. First, we needed to
find a list of all water bodies around the world. Luckily, we were able to
build our global database of water bodies – lakes, dams, and reservoirs
– on top of existing databases, such as the Global Reservoir and Dam
(GRanDv1.01) database, the WWF’s Global Lakes and Wetlands Database,
and the OpenStreetMap.
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To delineate the “current water extent,” we developed an open-source
algorithm that checks for newly available Sentinel-2 data in the AWS
Open Data Program and processes the data using Sentinel Hub services
to filter out clouds and identify water pixels. These pixels are combined
with an object and its area is compared with the “nominal water extent.”
We regularly and automatically execute a water detection algorithm
over water bodies from our database on a dedicated Amazon EC2
instance started by an AWS Lambda function and triggered with an
Amazon CloudWatch event. We store all data in Amazon S3. The BlueDot
Observatory retrieves data using web services and displays the satellite
image, current and nominal water extent, and the chart displaying trends
in surface water level.

“THE COST TO PROCESS
ONE MONTH OF DATA FOR
ABOUT 7,000 BODIES OF
WATER CURRENTLY IN THE
SYSTEM IS 6 EUR.”
The technology is not complex, as it uses AWS infrastructure and
compute. By having the complete Sentinel-2 archive available on AWS
and access to on-demand scalable compute resources, the workflow is
simple to implement. This simplicity is one of the most important findings
of our exercise. The cost to process one month of data for about 7,000
bodies of water currently in the system is 6 EUR. The overall cost of the
system, including all backend resources and Sentinel Hub subscription, is
around 100 EUR per month. It is possible to set up world-scale systems
with a shoestring budget.
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Next steps for the BlueDot Observatory
Our work is not finished yet. One of our immediate priorities is to add
more bodies of water to the system, which will allow us to monitor more
of those surfaces. The list of water bodies at risk, as monitored by the
World Resources Institute’s Aqueduct project, continues to expand.
In addition, we are looking to use the Landsat-8 archive on AWS to extend
the temporal coverage back to 2013 and, as soon as USGS stages the
Landsat-5 data to AWS, we will look at the behavior of these water bodies
since 1984. The use of SAR imagery from Sentinel-1 mission will help
us improve the accuracy of water surface detection, especially in cloudy
regions. We are looking into improving the depth of our analysis to go
beyond detection of water level of a single body to provide information
such as the high and low inter-season water level variability and identify
lakes historic (low) levels. A simple map with this type of information
will likely reveal many patterns. By correlating this information with
other data sources available on AWS through the Amazon Sustainability
Data Initiative (weather and climate data), we hope to create predictive
capabilities for the water levels. Finally, we hope to streamline our
workflows by filtering out irrelevant data, cleaning polygons, and
improving efficiencies in our backend.
Our main objective when building this service is to raise awareness
about the importance of how we treat water. We hope that by providing
evidence of how vulnerable these water resources are, people will start
accepting that the water crisis is no longer “somewhere far away” and
that it affects us all.
The BlueDot Observatory project is supported with AWS Promotional
Cloud Credits through the AWS Cloud Credits for Research Program,
and with open data from the AWS Open Data Program and the Amazon
Sustainability Data Initiative.
Explore the BlueDot Observatory at
https://water.blue-dot-observatory.com
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If you have any feedback on this guide, we’d be
glad to hear from you – feel free to write to us at
opendata@amazon.com.

